To the editor {#j_jtim-2019-0016_s_001}
=============

We read with interest the commentary manuscript on "Therapeutic Approaches of obstructive sleep apnea in China".^\[[@j_jtim-2019-0016_ref_001]\]^ This is an informative article summarizing how obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is being treated in China. As in other countries, continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) is the treatment of choice for moderate to severe OSA patients. The authors also described the use of oral appliance and mentioned the role of upper airway (UA) surgical procedures in the treatment of OSA. In addition, they correctly mentioned UA muscle training and hypoglossal nerve stimulation as alternative therapies for OSA. Unfortunately, the role of Positional Therapy (PT), that is, the avoidance of the supine posture during sleep in the treatment of OSA was not described. The authors mention in a single phrase "sleep position adjustment" among the effective therapeutic approaches but fail to provide further information on this mode of therapy.

We do not know the reason for this omission and we do not know how frequently PT is used in China, but it is important to realize that PT is a valuable therapeutic option for many OSA patients.

People with OSA comprise a heterogeneous group of patients, which are clearly not alike. Based on the effect of body posture on OSA, those patients are divided into positional patients (PP) who present breathing abnormalities only (isolated) or mainly (predominantly) in the supine posture (supine AHI at least double the lateral AHI) and non-positional patients (NPP) who have many breathing abnormalities in both lateral and supine postures (supine AHI less than double the lateral AHI). Compared to NPP, PP are thinner, somehow younger, have significantly less severe breathing abnormalities during sleep, enjoy a better sleep quality and are less sleepy during daytime.^\[[@j_jtim-2019-0016_ref_002]\]^ This phenotype distinction between PP and NPP is crucial because PP may obtain substantial benefit from PT, since for them the severity of the disease is totally dependent on the sleep time spent or not spent in the supine posture.

The prevalence of PP determined in a sleep unit is about 56% and even higher for mild to moderate OSA (ranging from 65% to 69%).^\[2\]^ In the Asian OSA patients, the prevalence of PP is even higher, reaching nearly 75%, and for mild OSA, as many as 87% are PP.^\[[@j_jtim-2019-0016_ref_003]\]^ Therefore, the majority of Asian as well and non-Asian OSA patients are PP. Lately, a Swiss study assessed the prevalence and predictors of positional OSA in 1719 middle-older subjects of the general population and showed that 53% were PP. 71.2% had an Apnea Hypopnea Index≥ 5, among them 75% were PP (76% in women and 74% in men) and 36% had breathing abnormalities only in the supine posture.^\[[@j_jtim-2019-0016_ref_004]\]^ Thus, probably after obesity, positional or supine-related OSA is the most dominant phenotype of adult OSA.

In the past, PT was a treatment with low adherence, but it has been improving significantly with the use of a new generation of devices, which appear much more comfortable amenable and effective for PP.^\[[@j_jtim-2019-0016_ref_005]\]^

Information on the use and adherence of PT in the Chinese OSA patients is highly needed.
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